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Houses of worship are not places where psychiatrists
typically expect to gain insight into forensic issues.
But a few years ago, a rabbi’s comments on a familiar
passage from Leviticus helped me resolve an intrapsy-
chic conflict that had troubled me for years, ever
since I learned about the Tarasoff decisions.1,2

When I give first-year residents their introductory
lessons on legal issues and psychiatry, “Tarasoff” is a
name that, invariably, they have already heard. Most
of the residents mistakenly think (along with many
of their more senior colleagues in the mental health
professions) that Tarasoff stands for a “duty to warn”
someone when a patient appears dangerous.

As every regular reader of the Journal knows, the
Tarasoff decisions arose when the parents of Tatiana
Tarasoff, who had been killed in 1968 by fellow stu-
dent Prosenjit Poddar, sought to sue Poddar’s treat-
ing mental health professionals and their employer,
the University of California. Before the killing, while
Tatiana was visiting Brazil, Poddar had told his psy-
chologist that he was thinking about killing a young
woman. The psychologist guessed who the woman
was and informed the campus police, who checked
on Poddar but did not detain him. Poddar stopped
seeing the psychologist, and after Tatiana returned to
California, Poddar fatally stabbed her.3

In its first (1974) decision on this matter,1 the
California Supreme Court ruled that the parents’
cause of action was valid, because the psychologist’s
response had been insufficient. The psychologist also
should have warned Tatiana about the danger Pod-

dar posed. After the defendants, the American Psy-
chiatric Association, and other professional societies
asked for and received a rehearing, the California
Supreme Court issued a second ruling that formu-
lated the clinician’s duties even more broadly: “once
a therapist does in fact determine, or under applica-
ble professional standards reasonably should have de-
termined, that a patient poses a serious danger of
violence to others, he bears a duty to exercise reason-
able care to protect the foreseeable victim of that
danger” (Ref. 2, p 439).

The volume of commentary on Tarasoff, in both
legal publications and those of mental health profes-
sionals, has been enormous, and rightly so. Califor-
nia’s Tarasoff case and (as Alan Stone4 cleverly puts
it) its “progeny” in other jurisdictions have pro-
foundly altered the way we mental health profession-
als think about our responsibilities to our patients
and society. The residents I teach readily accept the
idea that if a patient poses enough of a danger, the
psychiatrist is duty bound to intervene, even if inter-
vening means doing something beyond what is
needed to treat the psychiatric problems the patient is
experiencing.

Immediately after the Tarasoff decisions, what
bothered mental health professionals most was the
expectation that we should violate therapeutic confi-
dentiality. Commentators, including Alan Stone,5

objected on practical grounds: Poddar had left treat-
ment after his therapist had called the police, and
many other persons might not seek treatment at all
without assurance that their most personal thoughts
(including some violent thoughts that are merely fan-
tasies) would be kept private. The second Tarasoff
decision explicitly acknowledged this problem, rec-
ognizing “that the open and confidential character of
psychotherapeutic dialogue encourages patients to
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express threats of violence, few of which are ever
executed” (Ref. 2, p 441) and that disclosing such
threats could disrupt treatment. But medical case law
offered plenty of precedent for breaching confiden-
tiality when, for example, a communicable disease
threatens family members. By a utilitarian calculus
more insisted on than explained, the Tarasoff major-
ity decided that the value of confidential therapy had
limits, and “must yield to the extent to which disclo-
sure is essential to avert danger to others. The pro-
tective privilege ends where the public peril begins”
(Ref. 2, p 442).

Subsequent research suggested that therapists’
fears were unfounded. Tarasoff did not discourage
people from seeking psychotherapy,4 and fulfilling
Tarasoff duties could even enhance treatment.6 But
my disquietude was not addressed by such findings.
One reason was that the idea of violating confiden-
tiality when a life was in danger just did not bother
me much, nor (according to surveys) did it bother
most psychotherapists.7,8 As one of my residency su-
pervisors adroitly put it, any psychiatrist would be
crazy not to issue a warning if doing so would prevent
a patient from killing someone. So for several years, I
remained perplexed about what it was in Tarasoff, if
not the required breach of confidentiality, that irked
me so much.

I had learned about Tarasoff obligations in the
early 1980s. At the time, available research suggested
that (1) persons with mental disorders did not act
violently at rates above those of the general popula-
tion, if one controlled for sociodemographic factors
(such as youthfulness and poverty), and (2) mental
health professionals could not predict violence.9–11

If these things were true, I thought, then the Tarasoff
duty represented a dual form of unfairness. For no
valid reason, Tarasoff stigmatized psychiatric patients
as uniquely dangerous and singled them out for em-
barrassing, discriminatory treatment. To add insult
to injury, Tarasoff implied that there were profes-
sional “standards” for detecting “serious danger” to
others, when in fact, predicting violence was some-
thing we mental health professionals could not really
do.

By the mid-1990s, scientific knowledge about
mental disorders and violence prediction had ad-
vanced enough to address both of these objections. It
turned out, first, that mental illness was a legitimate
risk factor for violence. In 1990, Swanson and col-
leagues12 published a study (based on data originally

gathered in the 1980s for the Epidemiologic Catch-
ment Area study) showing that the presence of sub-
stance use problems or serious mental illness in-
creased violence rates in adults, even after factoring in
sex, age, and income. Two years later, Link and col-
leagues13 published a study in which they controlled
for additional variables (e.g., an individual’s neigh-
borhood) and found again that having been a “men-
tal patient” increased one’s risk of violence.13

Second, researchers also found that mental health
professionals actually had some ability to predict vi-
olence. Beginning in the mid-1980s, what John
Monahan14 termed a “second generation” of re-
search on violence prediction suggested that the cli-
nician’s assessments of risk for short-term violence
might be valid.15,16 Re-evaluation of first- and sec-
ond-generation studies showed that both short- and
long-term predictions had similar, clearly-above-
chance levels of accuracy.17

But once these objections to Tarasoff ’s require-
ments were addressed, other problems arose.
Granted that psychiatric patients are more likely to
do violent things and that mental health profession-
als have some ability to distinguish those persons
who will be violent from those who will not, even
recently developed actuarial methods of predic-
tion—which some argue should supplant clinical
predictions18 and which have accuracy ratings well
above chance—are far from perfect. Now, the Tara-
soff decision acknowledges that psychiatric predic-
tions cannot be perfect. But as Paul Appelbaum
points out, Tarasoff also implies that a mental health
professional is obligated to act “only when a thresh-
old of probability is crossed,”19 or when a certain
level of risk is reached. The question is, what is that
level? If, as Tarasoff says, a therapist is duty-bound to
protect the public when a “patient poses a serious
danger of violence,” what probability of risk is
“serious”?

I suspected that there was no agreement about this
probability, and Kathleen Hart and I20 found a way
to demonstrate this empirically. We reasoned as fol-
lows. Often, potentially violent persons are brought
to psychiatric emergency rooms, where an option for
fulfilling the duty to protect is to arrange for invol-
untary hospitalization. However beneficial this prac-
tice is to the public, it deprives those persons who are
hospitalized of their liberty, and, given that psychi-
atric predictions are not perfect, many of the persons
deprived of liberty would not have been violent had
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they been released. We felt that any prediction in-
strument should be used in such a way as to take into
account the harm to patients caused by loss of liberty
along with benefits to the public from hospitalizing
truly dangerous persons.

Our study asked young adults to imagine they
were helping clinicians calibrate a “Future Violence
Test” which, although fairly accurate, sometimes
made mistaken predictions. The subjects’ responses
would help clinicians balance wrongful predictions
of violence (leading to unnecessary hospitalization)
with wrongful predictions of nonviolence (leading to
injury to a third party). We then asked subjects to tell
us how many days they would be willing to spend in
a hospital to avoid being attacked by a man wielding
a knife. Answers to this and other questions would
allow us to calculate how an accurate but imperfect
prediction measure could be used to decide who
should be released from a psychiatric emergency
room and who should be hospitalized.

It turned out, however, that our subjects varied
enormously on the amount of hospitalization they
would accept to avoid being attacked. On one end of
the spectrum were many subjects who were willing to
undergo several years of confinement; on the other
end were many subjects who would not spend even
one day in a psychiatric ward to avoid an armed
physical attack. I repeated the study years later, ask-
ing a group of mental health professionals similar
questions, and got the same wide range of responses.
When, as fairness requires, people consider the ef-
fects of involuntary hospitalization on patients as
well as its benefits to public safety, there is no agree-
ment on how much liberty should be sacrificed to
prevent violence. Even if violence prediction tools
were very accurate, there could be no social agree-
ment about how to use those tools or about what
probability of risk necessitates taking steps to protect
third parties.21 In other words, even if mental health
professionals could accurately gauge levels of risk,
there could be no societal agreement about what level
of risk is serious enough to trigger a Tarasoff duty.

Nonetheless, the Tarasoff duty remained and came
to my state in 1997, despite a statute22 that many
Ohio mental health professionals thought had im-
munized us from liability for harm to third parties. In
Morgan v. Fairfield Family Counseling Center,23 the
Ohio Supreme Court decided that the statute only
conferred immunity related to testimony at civil
commitment hearings. The Morgan suit was brought

against a mental health center and its professionals
following a July 1991 episode in which Matt Morgan
was playing cards at home with his parents and sister.
He excused himself to go upstairs, returned with a
gun, and shot his parents to death, wounding his
sister in the process. He was charged with murder,
but a jury found him not guilty by reason of insanity.

At the time of the shootings, Mr. Morgan was a
young man who had experienced mental problems
for a few years and who had gotten treatment and
antipsychotic drugs in Philadelphia before being sent
back to Ohio with instructions to continue care. But
a psychiatrist at the Fairfield Center discontinued his
medication, and when his condition deteriorated
months later, other clinicians at the Center decided
they could not force medication or hospitalization on
him.

The plaintiffs believed that the Fairfield Center’s
actions and decisions were negligent, and the Ohio
Supreme Court stated that the plaintiffs had valid
grounds to sue. Though ordinarily there is no duty to
stop one person from doing harm to another, a “spe-
cial relationship” exists between a psychotherapist
and a patient, said the Morgan majority, and this
gives the therapist “a duty to exercise his or her best
professional judgment to prevent such harm from
occurring” (Ref. 23, pp 1328–9).

As troublesome as this requirement was—how
can any judgment look, in retrospect, to have been
one’s “best” if it later turns out to have been
wrong?—what was even more irritating was the Mor-
gan majority’s characterization of the purpose of
mental health treatment: to control violence.

The Court reasoned that “neuroleptic medication
controls symptoms of schizophrenia in approxi-
mately seventy percent of schizophrenics,” that while
taking drugs Mr. Morgan had been “a medication-
controlled. . .patient,” and that if he had “remained
on medication, he would not have had the overt psy-
chotic symptoms that led him to kill his parents and
injure his sister” (Ref. 23, pp 1323–4). Fairfield
clinicians also had the power to initiate civil commit-
ment procedures. “Thus,” said the Morgan majority,
“we conclude that the psychotherapist-outpatient re-
lationship embodies sufficient elements of control to
warrant a corresponding duty to control” (Ref. 23, p
1324).

An underlying fear of mental patients had clearly
been a driving force in several of the Tarasoff progeny
and in the Tarasoff decision itself, which states:
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In this risk-infested society we can hardly tolerate the further
exposure to danger that would result from a concealed knowl-
edge of the therapist that his patient was lethal. If the exercise of
reasonable care to protect the threatened victim requires the
therapist to warn the endangered party or those who can rea-
sonably be expected to notify him, we see no sufficient societal
interest that would protect and justify concealment. The con-
tainment of such risks lies in the public interest [Ref. 2, p 442].

But Morgan does not place the risks of patients in a
context of competing therapeutic duties. Citing
Ohio’s civil commitment statutes as evidence of dan-
ger, the Morgan court simply declared:

Society has a strong interest in protecting itself from those men-
tally ill patients who pose a substantial risk of harm. . . .To this
end, society looks to the mental health profession to play a
significant role in identifying and containing such risks. . . .The
mental health community, therefore, has a broadly based re-
sponsibility to protect the community against danger associated
with mental illness. . . .This responsibility is analogous to the
obligation a physician has to warn others of his patient’s infec-
tious or contagious disease [Ref. 23, p 1324 (citations omitted)].

I had entered psychiatry to help patients become
more autonomous and to fulfill their human poten-
tial. In Morgan, however, Ohio’s Supreme Court said
my job was to contain risks posed by dangerous peo-
ple whose willful acts would otherwise spread like
deadly germs.

After Morgan was issued, Ohio mental health pro-
fessionals asked the state legislature to craft a more
reasonable rule about when liability could be im-
posed. In a 1999 statute24 passed explicitly to over-
ride Morgan, Ohio legislators enacted a standard very
similar to one proposed in the late 1980s by the
American Psychiatric Association.25 As is the case in
several other states with similar statutes, an Ohio
mental health clinician now can be liable for harm to
third parties only when a patient makes a specific
threat toward an identifiable person or structure and
has the intent and ability to carry out the threat.
When such a threat is made, taking one of several
actions—arranging for hospitalization, changing
treatment, or warning the police and the potential
victim—immunizes the clinician from liability.

Ohio’s statute was a big improvement over Mor-
gan’s “best professional judgment” standard. Yet the
statute’s passage still left me feeling that psychiatric
patients were being singled out unfairly as especially
violent and that mental health clinicians were as-
signed the stigmatizing duty of controlling them. I
was wrong about this, however, and realized why I
was wrong several months later in, of all places, a
synagogue.

I had traveled to my home town, where the son of
a childhood friend was to have his Bar Mitzvah. Each
week at synagogues around the world, Sabbath
morning services include a public reading from the
Torah scroll (the Five Books of Moses), and my
friend had honored me by asking me to chant part of
the week’s scriptural selection. The part my friend
assigned to me included famous verses from Leviticus
19, which the King James translation renders as fol-
lows:

[16] Thou shalt not go up and down as a talebearer among thy
people: neither shalt thou stand against the blood of thy neigh-
bor: I am the LORD.
[17] Thou shalt not hate thy brother in thine heart: thou shalt in
any wise rebuke thy neighbor, and not suffer sin upon him.
[18] Thou shalt not avenge, nor bear any grudge against the
children of thy people, but thou shalt love thy neighbor as
thyself: I am the LORD.

The commandment to love one’s neighbor as oneself
will be familiar to almost every Journal reader. It also
appears six times in the Christian Testament,26 and is
a central tenet of shared Judeo-Christian ethics. Per-
haps less familiar is the commandment that appears
two verses earlier, forbidding one from standing
“against the blood” of one’s neighbor.

In his comments on the week’s portion, Rabbi
David Krishef focused on the commandment in
verse 16, which in Hebrew reads, “lo ta’amod al-dam
rei’echa.” Literally, these words say, “Do not stand on
the blood of your neighbor,” but the meaning of the
phrase is better captured in the Jewish Publication
Society’s 1917 translation, “neither shalt thou stand
idly by the blood of thy neighbor.” Rabbi Krishef
pointed out that according to long-standing Jewish
tradition, this verse instructs us to do what we can to
save our fellow human beings from danger. If one
sees another person drowning or sees robbers attack-
ing him and can save him, one is obligated to do so;
if one knows that evildoers are conspiring against
another person, one should warn the potential vic-
tim; if one can persuade one’s fellow not to harm
another, one should try to do so.

The crucial points for me were twofold. First, this
is a commandment that applies not just to psychiat-
ric patients or mental health professionals, but to
everyone. Anglo-American common law does not
recognize a legal obligation to aid other persons who
are in peril unless there is a “special relation” between
the parties. With all the flagrantly evil deeds that
people commit, courts have been less concerned
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about sanctioning someone who merely “did noth-
ing.” Moreover, it is difficult to set clear, general
standards of unselfish service to our fellow crea-
tures.27 But the absence of a legal obligation does not
negate the existence of a moral obligation to save
others, and the absence of clear standards to define
the obligation does not mean that there are never
clear cases where we know another person is in dan-
ger and should do something reasonably simple to
avert the danger.

This leads to the second point. Even though
Ohio’s duty-to-protect statute applies only to mental
health professionals, its requirements could be fairly
applied to anyone. The statutory circumstances in
which professionals must act do not imply or require
any ability to predict violence or to calculate a level of
risk. Instead, the professionals only need take pa-
tients at their word when they make explicit, specific
threats and size up—just as would other intelligent
citizens exercising their common sense—whether the
patients really mean what they say and really could
carry out the threats. If a threat represents both an
intention and the ability to so act, the professional is
then required to respond as any reasonable person
should respond: do what he can to intervene. Of
course, the power to arrange involuntary hospitaliza-
tion is a legally bestowed capacity unique to mental
health professionals, but it has parallels in other dis-
tinctive capacities that other citizens—for exam-
ple, lifeguards, crossing guards, firefighters, and
police—exercise.

Moreover, the availability of unique capacities is
why people seek help from mental health profession-
als in the first place. Who among us would want to be
treated by a mental health professional who could
easily stop us from harming someone else, but de-
clined to do so? If we have patients who make explicit
threats that they can and will carry out and we do
nothing to stop them, we do a disservice to our pa-
tients themselves, even if we think we should have no
obligation for the harm our patients do to third
parties.

Following the Rabbi’s sermon, I am much less
troubled by my Tarasoff duties. If those duties are
defined, as they are in Ohio, in such a way that any
citizen could be similarly obligated and if those du-
ties require me to do only what I am morally obli-
gated to do, I no longer have any conflict about being
legally obligated by them.
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